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in touch at

Dear Limousin Friends,

To say the summer of 2017 has been a challenge, would be an 
understatement.   With no first cutting of alfalfa, which makes 
up 80% of our winter feed supply, rapidly dwindling pastures, 
dry dams and dugouts, and the health problems associated with 
dust, extreme heat, and 
poor water quality, this 
will certainly be a year to 
remember.  We are now 
in the D4 extreme level of 

this epic drought as are many other ranchers and 
farmers in our neck of the woods.

Good always seems to follow the bad.  As 
depressing as this year has been, are spirits have been lifted by the generosity of others 
with offers of hay, wintering cattle, or allowing us to put up their ditches or sloughs.  A 
recent post on our Facebook page about selling females generated calls from 10 states 
within hours.  Understanding the urgency we were in, a fellow Limousin breeder from 
Missouri bought a third of our fall calving cows over the phone and drove through the 

night to take them to his green pastures.   It 
takes times like these that make one humble and 
really see the good in your fellow man.

Because of the drought, we have decided to 
trim numbers giving you an opportunity to 
acquire genetics we have dedicated our lives to.  
We will have all the spring females ultrasounded  
for calving Aug. 25.  Bred heifers will be 

available shortly thereafter.  Depending on pasture conditions then, we will decide on 
when to offer groups of bred cows.  
Keep checking our Facebook page and 
our website as we continue to post more 
pictures of sale females. 

We have decided to dedicate this 
Summer edition on our females, or what 
we like to call our “factory”.  35 years 
of selective breeding for big volume, 
easy fleshing cows have given us a herd that have withstood this year’s challenges and 
still milked to support their demanding calf and stay in great body condition.   On the 
following pages are a sample of some of the bred females we will have for sale as well as 
the kind of heifers calves produced by our genetics.

Be sure to watch for our consignment to the Red Rival sale this fall!

Sincerely,

Glenn Treftz

Pride of the Pasture SPRING/
SUMMER 2017

TREF Coal Train 707C

JYF Yieldmaster 80Y

TREF Zeus 232Z

TREF Done Right 707D

Wulfs Caper 3303C VL Bruiser 409B
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Cow Family Spotlight

Though the smallest cow in our herd, this prolific cow packs a power 
punch in the offspring she has produced.  Her 3 sons have been highlights 
in our production sales with her last topping our 2017 sale. Full brother 
sons, TREF Coal Train 707C and TREF Done Right 707D, the latter who 
we co-own with Schock Limousin, run our pastures as natural sires. TREF  
Yesterday 707Y comes from our most consistent cow family and descends 
from the great TREF Sophistication 207S cow who is still producing strong.  
Yesterday’s 2017 son, TREF Epic Power 707E by VL Bruiser 409B, is sure to 
be a highlight in our 2018 sale.  Watch for him!

TREF Coal Train 707C TREF Done Right 707D

TREF Epic Power 707E
 

TREF Sophistication 207S, 
grand dam

Latest Additions

Bred Cows

TREF 240D

TREF 190C

TREF 185C

TREF 270D

TREF 191C

TREF 188C

COLE Dazzle 74D TOMV Diesel 619D

Bred Heifers

TREF Coal Train daughter

JYF Big Timber daughter

TREF 207S

TREF 427U

TREF 414U

TREF 598W

TREF Coal Train daughter

Tow Truck daughter

Heifer Calf Sampling

TREF Yesterday 707Y


